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$657,000 asked
McHugh Sues College, Claims 'Wrongful Termination5
By Bob Warburton
On a date still to be determined,
football head coach Tom McHugh
will challenge Kenyon College in a
Knox County court of law.
The case of McHugh vs. Kenyon
College, to be decided by a jury of
eight, was filed in Knox County
Common Pleas Court on June 21,
1982. Plaintiff McHugh is suing for
$657,152.00 on the grounds that his
contract was "wrongfully ter-
minated" by the college.
The matter began on June 1, 1981
when President Jordan informed
McHugh that he would not be
rehired following the 1982-8- 3
academic year. Similar notice was
given to Basketall coach Jim Zak,
and Karen Burke, Field Hockey
coach. All three claim that no
reasons for dismissal were given nor
were any explanations offered.
"I was told that my contract was
terminated," Burke said. "They
didn't tell me why." Burke has not
decided if she will take legal actions
against the college, but she insists,
"The matter is definitely not
closed."
Zak declined to make any
statements, except to say that he too
will wait longer to decide about
n
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SC President Basili
SCC Elected;
Basili is Pres
In a runoff election last Thursday,
Giuseppe C. "Seppy" Basili beat
Douglas Smith to become the
President of the Senior class.
Seventy-on- e percent of the class
voted and Basili won over 40 of
those votes. Looking ahead to Senior
Week, Basili said, "I want to begin
planning the budget and distributing
questionnaires to seniors as soon as
possible after the Senior Class
Committee is selected."
Twenty-on- e seniors ran for six
spots on the class committee, which
assists Basili in planning the Senior
Week. In elections held this Tuesday
and Wednesday, Reid Click, Stacy
Depaolis, Taylor Johnson, Bruce
Kinlin, Martha Lorenz, and Ed
Spodick were elected to the Senior
Class Committee.
Of the election, Basili said "it was
very close all around."
Basili characterized those elected
as "a very good, diverse group." He
said that each new member will bring
"some special talents to the
hiring an attorney
Meanwhile, Coach McHugh is
awaiting trial. His lawyer, Harry E.
Turner of Mount Vernon, filed a
court complaint charging that
his client's contract was not renewed
"in the absence of a formal
statement of cause for said ter-
mination and in the absence of a
formal grievance procedure," both
of which are required by the Kenyon
Faculty Handbook.
When asked why the College
would refuse to offer such a
statement, Turner said, "I have my
own theory about what has tran-
spired in this case." He did not
mention any specific details.
In its defense statement, the
College denied McHugh's claim that
his contract was terminated
wrongfully.
Kenyon is being represented in the
case by Mr. James D. Cullers, of the
Zelkowitz, Barry, and Cullers Legal
firm of Mount Vernon. Mr. Cullers
was interviewed, but would not
comment. "I don't think I should
discuss the merits of the case," he
said.
In a Monday interview, President
Jordon said that reasons were given.
"Of course there were," he said,
"but I can't discuss what they are."
Council, Reading Discuss State
and College Alcohol Policies
By Lisa Mesaros
Dean Robert Reading addressed
Student Council on Sunday and
explained the new alcohol law and its
implication for Kenyon students.
Vice President Soula
Stefanopoulos announced that Social
Board, in conjunction with the IFC,
will sponsor a concert by Human
Switchboard on October 15.
Stefanopoulos added that Dean
Edwards has informed her that
profits made on concert ticket sales
may be used to purchase alcohol for
Social Board events.
Dave Fisher '85, chair of the Food
Service Committee, reported that the
committee wishes to discuss keg
storage with ARA. ARA only has
room to store 25 kegs, and this past
weekend there were 52 kegs on
campus. Fisher said, "with the new
alcohol laws, there are going to be a
lot more kegs on campus." But he
said ARA is getting "strict" and is
planning to limit the three
distributors on campus to eight kegs
each. "Obviously, I feel that's
unacceptable," said Fisher, "and
we're going to talk to them (ARA)."
On the topic of ARA's policy for
closing Peirce Hall at 10:30 a.m.,
Fisher said that there was discussion
in the Committee of the possibility of
opening Dempsey and permitting
students to move into there once
Peirce closes before lunch. Fisher
went on to say that Bob Felice of
ARA notes that "many people,
especially in the fraternities, are not
busing their trap's. Jeff Bell (IFC
president) is going to try to get the
fraternities to bus their trays."
Dean Reading began his
presentation to Council by
recounting the inception of the new
alcohol laws. "The new law is a
result of ... a combination of the
breweries in Ohio, and a group of
parents and high school interests who
wished to diminish drinking among
18-year-old-
s." The breweries could
stop making 3.2 beer, and thereby
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Coach McHugh
Who originally decided, Jordan
was asked, to terminate McHugh's
contract? "Decisions of this kind
come from responsible people," he
answered. "For example, the
Director of Athletics makes a
recommendation and the President
of the college responds to it."
Jeff Vennell, Kenyon Athletic
Director, declined comment, saying
that "all dealings between the college
save money. These "strange political
bedfellows" combined to help form
the law.
Reading next explained that an
easy way for the College to deal with
the new law would have been to say
drinking is out for 18-year-o- lds, and
that some neighboring colleges have
done that. He said that the College
administration feels that they must
"deal with reality" and work out
what's best for all concerned.
Reading also said that the
procedure for party permits will
remain largely the same as last year.
He and Dean Edwards have
distributed a statement on the
alcohol policy to Student Council,
Senate, and the Interfraternity
Council to which these organizations
can respond.
Registration for
Nov. 2 Nears
Kenyon students who wish to
vote in Knox County for the
November 2 General Election
must register at either the Board
of Elections in Mt. Vernon or
with Professor Bruce Gensemer
by Monday, October 4 at 9:00
a.m. The Board is located at 316
Main Street, and Gensemer's
office is in Ascension 203.
Students registered in their
home county can obtain an ap-
plication for an absentee ballot
from Gensemer or simply write a
letter to their local County Board
of Elections stating their name,
home address, and reason they
need an absentee ballot. The
deadline to apply for an absentee
ballot is Ohio is October 30.
Gensemer recommends that
students send in their application
sometime within the next two
weeks to allow their board enough
tirue to send back a ballot.
and a faculty member concerning
contract matters, is a private matter
between the faculty member and the
college."
The amount named in the suit is
based on lost salaries, since the
lawsuit claims that McHugh, now 50,
could "reasonably expect" to be
employed until age 65. "We used an
actuary to work out the figure,"
Turner explained. "It was based on
his current salary and the rate of
inflation."
McHugh signed his original
contract with the College on May 28,
1967. He says this contract offered
him a-"perma- nent" job which he in
turn accepted. According to the
complaint, McHugh said he also
received "numerous verbal
assurances and commitments from
agents and employees of Kenyon
College that his position with the
College would be permanent in
nature."
Old 229 Bridge Replaced
By Andrew Huggins
The new bridge currently under
construction at the base of the main
hill, although considered by some to
be an eyesore and a blow to a
longtime Gambier tradition, is
"definitely for the better," according
to Gary Durbin of the Knox County
Engineers' Office.
"It's a weak bridge, too narrow,
and it doesn't carry today's loads,"
Durbin said of the existing bridge,
adding, "It can only officially handle
three ton vehicles, which rules out
fire engines and school buses. So
there are safety as well as con-
venience factors to take into ac-
count."
The plan for a new bridge is six
years old, originating with a state
survey which regularly reviews
Ohio's road system, paying special
attention to problem spots such as
this one. Another example is the one
lane bridge on County Road 54, just
ft . ...
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Site of new bridge construction
before Sugartree Farms. "The
project begins with the plans for the
bridge," says Durbin, "but it must
then go through a checking process
which involves several different
organizations."
For example, the EPA, the local
historical society, the Corps of
Engineers, and even an Indian relics
expert, had to be contacted before
work could begin. In addition,
negotiations were conducted both
with the College, and with the farmer
who owns the land on the Kokosing's
west bank, in order to secure the
property which the new bridge will lie
Thursday, September 30, 1982
The College denied this allegation
as well. The precise wording of the
1967 contract appears in one
paragraph on the record. "The initial
letter employing Plaintiff, dated May
15, 1967, contained the following
language: 'This initial appointment is
for a period of two years beginning
with the academic 1967-6- 8. The
position itself is a permanent one and
assuming mutual satisfaction, you
would then be eligible for reap-
pointment according to merit . . .' "
A list followed, containing the dates
of each time McHugh was reap-
pointed to his post.
The College denied McHugh's
claim that he could expect to have his
contract renewed every year until
retirement. The College maintains
that points of mutual satisfaction
and judgment of merit were to be
reevaluated every year.
continued on page eight
on.
The old bridge is somewhat of an
historical monument, since its
construction dates back to the turn of
the century, according to Durbin.
Although it could eventually be
dismantled, sufficient documen-
tation in the form of architectural
drawings and photographs would
have to be undertaken first.
One of the major disadvantages of
the new bridge's location was the
removal of a row of trees on the
river's east bank. Dean Edwards
echoed popular sentiment when he
commented, "The trees were an
appealing sight coming off of the
hill, and the new bridge will un-
fortunately give you a different, less
sightly perspective, that of a high-
way, instead of a more natural
scene." However, said Durbin, "The
trees were mostly bank trees, and
were not considered tall trees, that is,
over thirty feet, and so worth
preserving. Many of them are washed
,
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out in spring floods anyway." Added
Edwards, "Years ago, route 229 was
re-rout- ed to its present position, and
there was a considerable uproar over
it. In some ways this is the same sort
of thing, and we'll just have to get
used to it."
When the bridge is finished, it will
feature two main lanes, with the
possible option of a left hand turning
lane, for traffic headed west on 229.
It will also provide a safer and more
direct alignment for traffic coming
off the hill and heading across the
bridge. The bridge is scheduled for
completion in sixty days.
.- -
j
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Modified Archie Bunkers
According to the Kenyon College student handbook, "Kenyon seeks
to develop in the student capacities, skills and talents which time has
shown to be most valuable." Among those skills, the college seeks to
develop in its students the ability to discriminate between the trivial and
the essential; to arrive at well-inform- ed value judgements; ... to
comprehend our culture as well as other cultures." Last weekend it
became apparent that the College has
Student reaction to and behavior
tables set up in Peirce and Gund was
Kenyon College and its lofty goals,
fact that very few intelligent, or at
place at these tables is not the basis
that so many sneering, contemptuous remarks were frequently tossed at
the table gave objective observers the feeling that
the school is populated by a bunch
they knew what all the words they used
more learned in their references; but
and underlying prejudices of our friend
With $8,000 to $20,000 worth of
that these heckling students should
leaving the group alone would have
argument against the propaganda;
their "Marxist Literature." Instead,
often interpreted as fear, which it
pression of the minority, and can
validity of the very ideas which
students detracted from the cause of
by appearing to be, or perhaps in
minded, thereby tainting the credibility of at least those aspects of their
education cited above.
None of this is to say that the
during their brief stay. When Security asked the group in Peirce to
vacate the lobby, in accordance
with nearly hysterical cries of oppression and freedom of the press.
sprinkled with obscenities, and derogatory slogans directed towards
Student Council President Paul McCartney. In this manner, they
represented their cause much more aptly than any of the hecklers could
have. According to Dean of Students Thomas Edwards, it is stated
college policy that off campus organizations are not allowed to set up
inside any college ouilding, and that it was presumptuous of them to
move inside without even consulting the proper authorities." All in all,
it was a sorry snowing on both sides
Alcohol Rules: It's About Time
At Kenyon, we enjoy many benefits that are unknown at other area
colleges and universities. We are free from the crowds of students and
non-colle- ge people that can be found at such places as Ohio State
University and, on a smaller scale, Baldwin Wallace College. While our
rural setting sometimes leaves empty spaces in the social scheme of the
college, it also offers a chance for students to act as responsible young
adults when dealing with issues that face many college students during
their four years of upper-lev- el education.
This past week, several students
IFC policy regarding the distribution of alcoholic beverages at
fraternity sponsored parties. In the past, beer and hieh Dowered drinks
have been served at many fraternity parties both during and after the
rush period. With the change in the state of Ohio's alcohol laws.
however, the IFC ha's passed several guidelines calling for beer only to
be served at rush parties, and recommending "that all fraternities or
living societies use a carding system requiring valid Kenvon ID'S at all
social functions serving high alcohol in the non-rus- h period."
The obvious question, therefore, is "Why the crackdown now?"
Why, after all these ofyears serving alcohol illegally, are we now
changing our stance because the law that pertains to 3.2 beer has been
altered. High powered drinks always were and still are illegal for anyone
under the age of twenty-on- e.
The larger question that must be
not be changed?" Just because we have served alcohol illegally in the
past does not mean that we are qualified to serve it in the future.
Perhaps this new law has given us the chance to examine our nolicv and
make corrections that have been needed
At last we are presented with the opportunity to chanee and undate
our standards with less disagreement
policy been changed without a change
B.K.
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least open-minde- d discussions took
for this conclusion. Rather, the fact
of educated Archie Bunkers. Yes,
meant, and yes, they were a little
nevertheless, all the classic biases
on the tube were there as well.
education under their belts, it seems
have been able to see that simply
been far more convincing an
which seemed to comprise most of
such contemptuous behavior is
may well be, or even worse, op
often convince observers of the
were denounced. In short, many
objectivity and open-mindedne- ss
reality, being arrogantly narrow- -
Spartacus group acted admirably
with College policy, they responded
of the issue. M.C.
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Violations of
First Amendment?
To The Collegian:
A most disturbing event took place
last Sunday at dinnertime in Peirce.
The Spartacus Youth League was
removed from the lobby by Security,
after having paid a $25 deposit to the
College for the privilege of setting up
a literature table. Their removal was
allegedly instigated by Student
Council President Paul McCartney,
on the grounds that the group could
not set up their table inside a College
building, despite the fact that their
permit stated "Peirce Hall" and not
"outside on the sidewalk in the
rain."
Mr. McCartney was elected to
represent the student body, but we do
not recall giving him the prerogative
to decide to which political ideologies
students may be exposed. A true
liberal arts education demands that
we be presented with all sides of an
issue, whether or not we happen to
agree with them. Coming after Nat
Hentoff's lecture last week on
violations of the First Amendment,
the action taken by Mr. McCartney
and Security was particularly
outrageous. Are we so im-
pressionable and lacking in
discrimination that a temporary
suspension of the Constitution is
required to protect us from a Marxist
literature table?
If the answer is "no," then why
did this happen?
Signed,
Kim Geiger
Jay B. Spievak
Mitch Levine
Xandra Coe
College policy states that no
outside organizations are permitted
to set up tables for their group inside
College buildings. That is a privilege
exclusive to students and college
organizations, and regardless of
prior enforcement, still stands and
applies to the Spartacus Youth
League. We feel that this Dolicv isjustified and needed in order to
protect the privacy of Kenyon
students, and also to be a deserved
privilege for student organizations.
M.C.B.K., eds.
Divinely Inspired
To the Editor:
In response to your article "The
Bible: Fact or Fiction" (R. Miller:
Sept. 16, 1982) I would like to point
out certain problems with the
statistical approach which was
described as "proving" divine in-
spiration of the Bible. It was shown
that certain select passages of the
Bible can be shown to have what'
seems an unusual number of 7's (and
other prime numbers) imbedded in
their structure. To point out the
fallacy of this approach arbitrarily
took the first two paragraphs of that
issue of the Collegian and subjected
them to about 30 minutes scrutiny. In
these two paragraphs I found that:
the article's subject (Joan
Straumanis) has a 14-lett- er (7x2)
name; there are 7 proper names:
there are 7, 7-let- ter words (countine
author's name); there are 140 (7x20)
words altogether; 84 (7x12) begin
with vowels; 42 (7x6) end with
vowels; 56 (7x8) begin with con
sonants; there are 280 (7x40) vowels
altogether; there are 21 (7x3) pun
ctuation marks; the 7th line has 7
words and 28 (7x4) letters and
punctuation marks; and both the
14th (7x2) line and the 21st (7x3) lines
have 21 (7x3) letters.
If 30 minutes of hand counting
revealed this much "divine in-
spiration" in 2 paragraphs of a
school paper, imagine what one
could find with a computer and an
entire book.
Yours,
Kenneth King
Assistant Professor of
Psychology
Check Your Facts
To the Editors,
The Kenyon Collegian,
Gambier, Ohio
In a letter in your last number Julie
Goldblatt says that no Arab coun-
tries have yet seriously addressed the
refugee problem. She should really
check her facts before she makes this
kind of accusation. More than half
the total number of Palestinian
refugees were absorbed by the
country of Jordan, both in 1948 and
1967, and this influx doubled her
population. They have been given
full citizenship and absorbed into the
economy a truly enormous
achievement. The other countries
involved, Syria, Lebanon, and
Egypt, did very much less, and Egypt
in particular seriously neglected the
people in the Gaza Strip. Certainly,
in all three cases there were im-
portant economic and demographic
reasons for these failures, but the
fact remains that they did not do all
that they should have done, and for
this they must be held responsible.
However, the fact also remains
that what the refugees really wanted
to do was to return to their own
homes, which they could often see
across the barbed wire. This they
were prevented from doing by Israel,
and the responsibility for the refugee
problem must certainly be held to be
no less hers.
The situation is so complicated and
so tragic that all who speak or write
on the subject should be very careful
how they choose their words.
Yours faithfully,
Denis Baly
Negative Attitude
Dear Sirs:
.
I am sorry to see Ellen Watson
take such a negative attitude in her
Arts Forecast for 1982-8- 3 in last
Correction: IFC
Correction to last week's article on
Ohio's alcohol law change: the last
quote of Jeff Bell should read:
"When the administration mandates
rules and regulations such that the
students' decision-makin- g process is
impeded, the essence of liberal arts
education is infringed upon."
The IFC alcohol policy is as
follows:
We the Interfraternity Council
at Kenyon College, as a represen-
tative body of the nine frater-
nities and living societies, do
readily acknowledge the change
in the Ohio State liquor laws and
the rules and regulations of
Kenyon College regarding cor-
porate responsibility and liability
during organized functions and
furthermore; adopt the following
week's Collegian. She decries tht
"drearily familiar" schedules oi
events sponsored by the fine arts
departments. In the case of the Musk
Department, she seems to find it
overly repetitious that performance;
"once again" include recitals by
faculty, visiting artists and the two
choirs. I wonder what she expects to
see in a season at a small college
besides the college's own studeni
groups, faculty, and guests. Tha:
would seem to cover most of the
possibilities.
As for her claim that the
Department's series of faculty
recitals is "only slightly rearranged
from last year," she is simply
inaccurate. Of the eight faculty
members featured on this semester'
programs, four have not appeared or.
the Rosse Hall stage before. Faculty
recitals also frequently include
appearances by assisting non-facul- ty
guests, this semester introducing four
more musicians who are new tc
performances at Kenyon. j
Kenyon is extremely fortunate to
be able to offer a series such as the
three Gund concerts included in this
year's calendar. Many of the artists
featured on these concepts play in
large cities in Ohio in tjje days before
or after their performancesvhere, and
command substantial ticket prices.'
Through careful selection, the
Department has often been able to
bring musicians here who later
become so well-know- n and sought-afte- r
that we can no longer afford
them. I well remember how long I
used to have to stand in line to buy
tickets for a similar concert series
while I was a student at Oberlin. It is
disappointing to see so few Kenyon
students take advantage of our fine,
free series of concerts.
i
The Visiting Artist Series, while
not endowed and therefore not free,
still provides students with the op-
portunity to hear first rate per-
formances for the extremely low
price of $1. j
Ms. Watson criticizes the fact that
three of the faculty recitals this
semester are on Sunday afternoons at
3:30. The Music Department must
compete for the use of the only space
on campus suitable for musical
performances with the Film Society.'
Musical events which are scheduled
or re-schedu- led after that
organization has ordered its films for
the semester must usually select times
other than weekend evenings. I
Perhaps the unkindest cut coming
from the Collegian was the claim that
"minimal publicity is a major factor
in the lack of interest" in faculty
recitals. The publicity efforts by the
Music Department are the same for
all scheduled concerts. They include
a calendar published each semester
which is mailed to 1800 households,
with 900 additional copies being
delivered to dormitory rooms. News
continued on page six '
Liquor Policy
guidelines:
1. During rush only non-
alcoholic beverages andor beer
may be served at parties, thus ex-
cluding all other intoxicating or
high alcohols.
2. We do hereby recommend
that all fraternities or living
societies use a carding system
requiring valid Kenyon IDs at all
social functions serving high
alcohol in the non-rus- h period.
3. Throughout this upcoming
school year we hope to continue
open and honest communication
with the college administration to
insure the best liberal arts
education at Kenyon; one in
which students are able to grow
by experiencing the opportunity
to develop responsible attitudes
and behaviors.
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Political
Forum Miss November Bemoans E.R.A. Loss
By Jeff Ehrbar
It was thirty minutes until kick-of- f.
As I sat back down on the couch,
Mick Jagger's voice drawled through
the speakers. Refraining from
anything that would cause serious
deliberation I sorted through the
magazines on the coffee table in
front of me. Sports Illustrated,
Sport, Inside Sports, Outside Sports,
Playboy . . .
Playboy! It was an old issue from
last November. I wondered where it
had came from, since it was not mine
and I couldn't imagine any of my
roommates buying a magazine
without Joe Montana on the cover
(unless, of course, it was the fall
football issue). I riffed quickly
through the worn pages and sud-
denly, poof! standing in haze of
white smoke, complete with floppy
ears and cottontail, stood Miss
November.
I sat back down. "The Rolling
Stones is not trash. Mick Jagger is
one of the very few thinking rock
personalities of today."
She squinted her eyes. "Mick
Jagger is a filthy, disgusting, sexist
little twerp."
"He's made a lot of money."
"He's still a twerp." She crossed
her arms and shivered. "God, it's
cold in here."
I grinned. "Well, damn it, girl, get
some clothes on." My favorite
Georgia Tech No. 83 tear-awa- y
football jersey was laying next to me
(I'm not the greatest housekeeper)
and I threw it at her. She put it on
and sat down in a chair across from
me.
She "scoped" me. "Your hair's
shorter. A lot shorter than last time I
saw you."
"Yeah my personal stylist believes
the phrase 'take a little off the top' is
subject to interpretation." I paused
and sighed. "But she's still great."
Don't get so hostile-tru- e conservatives are not bad
people. Some of them have great stereo systems.
I was not startled; in fact, I was
glad to see her. The last time I had
seen Miss November was in the
winter, when we had discussed the
issue of fraternities at Kenyon. I was
not sure she was oing to come back.
"Hey, how are you doing?"
She paced over to the turntable
and looked down at what was
playing. "Are you still listening to
this trash?"
"It looks pretty good. Just as long
as you're not trying to make any
political statements with it, though.
We have enough conservatives as it
"But I heard that's the new wave.
The hope of the future."
She snorted in disgust. "Great
future. No jobs, no ERA."
Dual ChinaPolicy Hurts US
In Light of Soviet Overture
By Nicholas Kalm
Political Forum Editor
This past week Leonid Brezhnev stood up frailly and took the
podium in Baku, the Azerbaijan capital in Soviet Central Asia. His
words, considering the source and scope, merit repetition here. "As
regard's Asia, we would deem it very important to achieve a nor-
malization, a gradual improvement of relations between the U.S.S.R.
and the People's Republic of China on a basis that I would describe as
that of common sense, mutual respect and mutual advantage."
This is not the first time that the Soviet First Secretary has made
overtures to China since their ideological split twenty years ago. What is
important here, however, is the global context in which that speech was
voiced. From shortly after World War II until the rise of detente in the
early 1970's, the U.S. has taken a dim view of Soviet policies. Further,
since the Reagan Administration was swept into office eighteen months
ago, Soviet-U.- S. relations have regressed severely. In many ways it
seems clear that our two countries will never enjoy a quiet, tranquil
coexistence. Fundamental ideological, social, and political differences
guarantee that.
Yet, ever since President Richard Nixon's trip to Peking in 1971 and
China's subsequent admission to the United Nations the following year,
Sino-Americ- an relations were clearly on the upswing. This culminated
in 1979 when President Carter formally recognized China, opening full
diplomatic ties. In the past five years or so, many American customs,
clothes and practices have trickled into Chinese society to the occasional
chagrin of Peking officials. The fact remains, however, that better ties
between Washington and Peking have served as a restraining force on
the Soviets. Afghanistan and Angola notwithstanding, the U.S.S.R.
might have pursued an even more substantial expansionist policy had
it not been for rapprochement.
President Reagan seems determined to undo what could have
amounted to a formidable alliance. The "two-China- " policy is the
catalyst. Since President Carter's 1979 move left Taiwan out in the cold,
Reagan attempted to placate Formosa's friends in the U.S. (notably old
guard conservative Barry Goldwater) by maintaining de facto con-
nections to both countries. It was at about this time that Peking an-
nounced that it would be "the voice of the Third World" in global
situations.
So, China has moved back to a neutral position between the other
two superpowers. The Soviet Union is still terrified of its neighbor to
the south. Prime Minister Zhao Ziyang is still opposed to Soviet
"hegemony". For this reason, among others, President Reagan should
seize this opportunity to strengthen ties with Peking. It would be a
suitable response to Brezhnev's blatant attempt to draw China back
into the fold.
I interrupted her. "Now you're
getting emotional. A true con-
servative, such as J.S. Mill, believes
in equal political rights for both men
and women. Women's rights has not
been, traditionally, a liberal cause.
As a matter of fact, liberals and
feminists clash on many issues. You
of all people should know that."
Phyllis Schlafly was just some stale-minde- d bore
who probably gets off watching old Ozzie and
Harriet reruns.
Miss November looked at first
wounded and then angered. "I don't
like your haircut anymore."
"Hey, I'm not saying I agree with
them- - I'm just stating my position.
Don't get so hostile- - true con-
servatives are not bad people. Some
of them have great stereo systems."
Miss November raised her hand in
the STOP position. "O.K., O.K. I'm
not talking about those con-
servatives. You know which ones I'm
talking about- - the Falwells, the
Helms- - they're the ones that stopped
it."
I nodded. "Right. The people
whose only redeeming view of
mankind is the Millenium. Yeah,
they helped." I rose and got a glass
of water from the kitchen.
"Extremists-that'- s what killed the
ERA. Extremists on both sides." I
sat back down. "It was all so simple,
written in plain language, and they
screwed it up."
"Who's they?"
I breathed deeply. "The leaders in
the ERA movement. They should
have been more politically
pragmatic. Many assumed that since
it was a just and logical cause they
could be righteous in their crusade.
They never understood that the
American public does not tolerate
righteousness on either side of the
political spectrum." I paused, and
then went on. "And in their
righteousness many became spiteful.
And people become fearful of spite."
Miss November shook her head.
"But not all of them were like that.
The majority of serious feminists are
logical and clear thinking. They
don't get overly-emotional- ."
"Yeah, but those are the ones that
are too boring for the 11 o'clock
news. It seems that the women's
movement has always had to fight
with the media about its image of
radical bra-burni- ng separatists. It
was only until recently that the
movement has learned to sell itself.
Look at Gloria Steinem, for in-
stance."
"Gloria Steinem is a genius."
"Gloria Steinem has learned a lot
about American politics. Twelve
years ago many people cringed at the
mention of Gloria Steinem's name.
Today she is a popular guest on The
David Letterman Show. You know
why?" I chuckled. "She got rid of
those annoying sunglasses."
Miss November turned away from
me. "I don't care what you say- - Ms.
Steinem has done more than any
other American to wake the con-
sciousness of women today." As the
last chords to Moonlight Mile faded
into the speakers, she walked over to
my record collection and replaced the
Stones with the Dazz Band. She then
picked up a Richard Pryor album
that was sitting on top of the
speakers and began reading it. While
she did this I got another glass of
water from the kitchen.
"That's what the ERA movement
needed." I called to her. "A good
comedian supporting it." She looked
at me dully and put the record back
in the stack. "I'm serious.
Comedians like Dick Gregory and
Richard Pryor helped the civil rights
movement. Who did the ERA have?
Joan Rivers?"
"Alan Alda."
"Alan Alda did not do stand-up.- "
Miss November sat down and
gently kept the beat to Let it Whip
with her knee. "Ehrbar, it's an
overall process. Just because some
commedian or celebrity endorses
something doesn't mean that the
majority of people will. There was a
strong lobbying effort against the
ERA, which somehow came up
victorious." She shook her head. "It
makes no sense, if you believe what
the polls said."
I took another sip of water. "They
had a lot of moneyed they played
on people's fears. The threat of the
loss of Social Security payments and
especially the threat of unisex
bathrooms made people think twice
about supporting the ERA."
Miss November exhaled in disgust.
"But none of that would have
happened. All those things would
have been covered by other parts of
the Constitution."
I grinned sarcastically. "Unisex
bathrooms- - I'm really afraid of that.
God, they've been using them out at
Blossom Music Center in Cleveland
for years. After a couple beers you
don't care-- " Miss November looked
at me blankly, so I paused. "You're
right, but one of the biggest mistakes
the ERA movement made was giving
Phyllis Schlafly recognition in which
she proliferated her beliefs. In one
sense you could say that the ERA
created Phyllis Schlafly."
"What do you mean?"
"Phyllis Schlafly received at-
tention because the ERA people gave
it to her. The first time I had even
heard of Phyllis Schlafly was when a
pro-ERAi- st complained about her to
me for five minutes. Why get so
excited? Phyllis Schlafly was just
some stale-minde- d bore who
probably gets off watching old Ozzie
and Harriet reruns. Her prominence
rose not from her argument but from
the fact that there were so many
people that wanted to argue with
her." I took another sip. "The ERA
movement should have spent more
time presenting its own case instead
of trying to confront the other one."
..And women have made monumental gains where
it counts most - economically. God, I was beginning
to sound like Phil Donahue.
After Gamble With My Love, Miss
November got up and flipped the
record over to the song Keep It Live.
"Jeff, Phyllis Schlafly would have
still been a powerful force even if the
ERA people did not even mention
her name. Like you said, she played
upon fear." She sat back down
"And now the ERA is stagnant.
I leaned back and looked at the
clock. I had ten minutes until game
time. I shrugged my shoulders "Yes,
the ERA is stagnant, but does that
mean that the strides woman have
made have been for nothing? Even
though the ERA did not pass it still
evoked a consciousness about the
abilities of women. It made women
think about the options open to
them. And women have made
monumental gains where it counts
most - economically." I stopped.
God, I was beginning to sound like
Phil Donahue.
"Yeah, but the economic dif-
ference is still great. Just look at the
statistics."
"Right, but don't you think those
would have remained relatively the
same even if the ERA passed? The
ERA is just and right, but it is not
some type of panacea that would
automatically solve people's
problems. Inequality, especially
economic, would still exist." My
tone grew stronger. "Why were you a
Playboy bunny? Because you en-
joyed it? Of course not - it was the
money. Would the female executive
or the female nurse, suddenly find an
immediate balance in her paycheck
compared to her male counterparts
because the ERA was passed? And
what about low-inco- me females.
Would have they suddenly receive
compensation from husbands that
they never see? It must be remem-
bered that the ERA was political, not
economic."
I received a glare that would have
burned paper. Miss November rose
slowly (a warning sign) and stood
closely to me. "Are you saying the
ERA wasn't important?"
"No, I'm just saying-- "
"Listen. When the Constitution
was drawn up, nobody expected it to
immediately solve everyone's
problems. Instead it was to be used as
a guideline, an ideal, in confronting
those problems - political, economic,
whatever. The same applies to the
Equal Rights Amendment. Of course
it wouldn't produce an immediate
Utopia. But it would support actions
that led to equality."
I got up and turned on the T.V.
The pre-gam- ? show was ending and
the Browns were taking the field.
Miss November was right in her
thought, yet the discussion was not
old and hopefully belonged to a not-s- o
distant future. I grinned as I
watched Tom Cousineau make a
tackle.
Miss November was also watching
the screen. "Isn't Billie Jean King
playing on the other station?"
"Touch that dial and I'll kill you."
Another tackle by Cousineau.
"Sorry." She reached over and
opened the Playboy on the coffee
table to the centerfold. "Well, I have
to get going. I hope you enjoy your
game."
I looked away from the television
and smiled. "Yea, thanks for
stopping in. Come back anytime."
"Sure. Bye."
In a haze of white smoke she was
gone, and then I noticed it was too
late. She had taken off with my
jersey. She had better be back.
I closed the magazine and set it
gently underneath the heater. I
looked out the window at the
overcast sky about. I shivered and
reached for the Afghan. Yes, it was
getting cold. . .
Page Four
Hentoff
By Lynn Travers
Nat Hentoff, writer for the New
Yorker and member of the Board of
Directors of the American Civil
Liberties Union, addressed a sparse
Rosse Hall audience on "Clear and
Present Dangers to the First
Amendment" on Thursday,
September 23.
Hentoff began his lecture by
framing two themes for discussion of
civil liberties, especially First
Amendment rights. First, he quoted
Roger Baldwin, founder of the
ACLU: "No Civil Liberties battle is
ever won; you've got to do it again
and again and again." As an example
of this he cited the recurrence of
court cases involving the right of
freedom of the press for high school '
publications.
As a second theme, he focused on j
a statement made by former Supreme
Court Justice Louis Brandeis: "The
greatest danger to liberty is an inert
people." To illustrate this, he cited
recent incidents surrounding the
Brink's murder trial. Demonstrators
outside the courthouse were
photographed by agents on nearby
rooftops; it is presumed that these
photographs are used by the
government to identify the
protestors. Hentoff complained that
the New York Civil Liberties Union
did nothing about the picture-takin- g,
and that the action was not noted in
articles run by the New York Times
on the trial and demonstrations.
Without such institutions' taking
note of and decrying this and similar
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Buck and the Preacher
Buck and the Preacher. Directed by
Sidney Poitier. Starring Sidney
Poitier, Harry Belafonte. Released in
1972. 102 minutes.
In this fourth film in the Poitier
series, Poitier has gone from playing
detective, to a man involved with
nuns, to God and now to a wagon
herder. This film does not sound any
better than the others.
Poitier has his first chance at
directing and starring in this film.
The film's plot is about Buck
(Poitier) who devotes himself to
protecting former slaves seeking to
homestead in a West infested with
bounty hunters.
With what is the complete
cooperation of Poitier, the film is
stolen almost immediately by Harry
Belafonte as a bogus preacher of the
High and Low Order of the Holiness
Persuasion Church.
This movie takes place after the
Civil War, but beyond that, it's no
more than one of those westerns
which try to portray the West as not
being a bed of roses. S.A.
Hester Street
Hester Street. Directed by Joan
Micklin Silver. Starring Carol Kane,
Steven Keats. Released in 1975. 90
minutes.
Taking place in New York City at
the turn of the century, the film
makes an attempt to capture the
atmosphere during the era of the
immigrants, much as Jacob Riis'
photographs do in many American
History books. The story line begins
when Gitl, played by Carol Kane,
comes to America with her son,
settling in the Lower East Side to join
her previously-arrive- d husband Jake.
However, after working in a tailor's
shop (and taking a mistress) he has
become "Americanized" and Gitl,
with her Old World Russian-Jewis- h
customs, is everything he wants to
makes strong
actions, Hentoff feels, further in-
fringements on civil liberties will
ensue.
Hentoff next sought to clarify the
difference between a Libertarian and
a Liberal; Senator Ted Kennedy, for
Nat Hentoff
one, Hentoff claims, "does not know
the difference." He explained that
sometimes in ACLU cases there arise
conflicts "between those in favor of
First Amendment rights and those
opposed to racism and sexism." He
said that as a result of the Skokie
Nazi March case, in which the ACLU
protected the rights of a Nazi group
to march in predominantly Jewish
Skokie, Illinois, the ACLU lost 20-30,0- 00
members of its 400-500,0- 00
person membership. Despite the loss,
Hentoff said, "The ACLU should
have been shut down if it hadn't
defended the rights of the Nazis." He
justified the irony of defending the
run away from. He subsequently
uses his lover's money to buy his way
out of their marriage and runs off.
The story is adapted from a writing
by Jewish-America- n author
Abraham Cahan, a noted literary
figure, but the film is sorely lacking
in reality. Throngs of people nor-
mally present in a teeming ghetto are
absent and the characters don't break
out of their stereotypes. Even the
ritual divorce, where husband and
wife hold hands and look one
another in the eye, lacks any gripping
emotion. The gut feelings of
helplessness and despair found in a
similar story, The Jungle, are not to
be found in this film. M.K.
Head
Head. Directed by Bob Rafelson.
Starring the Monkees, Frank Zappa,
Annette Funicello, Victor Mature.
Released in 1968. 108 minutes.
Head might be a film to see if
you have recently been doing drugs,
or if you enjoy screaming at the
Monkees, or if you are interested in
what interests drifting heads and
hysteric high school girls. Dreadfully
written by Jack Nicholson (who
wrote The Trip) and directed by Bob
Rafelson, who, with Bert Schneider,
created the Monkees (on the basis of
interviews) as a singing group, the
movie is nonetheless of certain in-
terest in thai it joins two extremes:
pot and the advertising industry. The
special effects playing with per-
spective, focus, dimension, sym-
metry, color, logic, peace are most
accessible to marijuana: the use of
prepackaged stars give the movie a
kind of brand-nam- e respectability,
like put tiny .lim Doodey (of the
"come on down" commercial) on
display in a luhish crowd. S.A.
Lady Sings the Blues
Lady Sings the Blues. Written by
Terence McCloy. Directed by Sidney
J. Furie. Starring Diana Ross, Billy
Dee Williams, Richard Pryor.
Released in 1972. 144 minutes.
case for Rights
civil liberties of a group which seeks
to restrict those of others by saying
that if the rights of such groups are
not protected, other groups will
eventually also lose their rights.
Hentoff attributes the large
defection of members after the
Skokie case to the fact that mem-
bership in the ACLU became
somewhat inflated with those who
joined because of its stance in many
liberal defense issues cases in
which its libertarian stance agreed
with the liberal ideals. He added that
the ACLU Board, while disappointed
with the drop in membership, is glad
that "now we know that those with
us know what the ACLU is all
about." Hentoff insisted that
defense of civil liberties is quite
separate from the liberal viewpoint;
while the latter is an ideology, he
says, the former seeks merely to
maintain those rights granted in the
Constitution.
Libel laws are the "single most
present danger to the First Amen-
dment," according to Hentoff. He
claims that as the First Amendment
makes no mention of libel, neither
should the laws of the nation. He
quoted the head of Summit Books, a
publishing subsidiary of Simon and
Schuster, as saying "There are three
people essential to any book: the
writer, the editor, and the lawyer."
Hentoff used this statement to
support his claim that fear of libel
suits "keep many books out of
print" through an author's self-censorsh- ip.
This movie is the life story of Billie
Holiday, one of the great female jazz
singers of the mid-1900'- s. The film
concentrates highly on basic facts
and experiences, including her poor
childhood in Baltimore, her rape at
age 10, her erratic career which took
her to whorehouses, jails,
sanatoriums and finally to the
pinnacle of the jazz world. Michael
Legrand's musical score does not add
to the old-tim- e atmosphere, which is
laced with more "modern" troubles
like Billie's heroin addiction and the
fatal beating of her accompanist by
pushers from whom Billie was
supplied. As a historical account it
exaggerates the seamier side of her
life, but the scenes add credibility to
the time-wor- n concept of the showbiz
biography. Lead actress Diana Ross
brings to the film warmth, feeling,
beauty and spirit as well as her talent,
which partially uplifts the dispiriting
tale. Her ability as a singer produces
a sound remarkably similar to that of
the lady who took the stages and
audiences in the days of jazz.
Released in 1972, Diana Ross was
nominated for an Academy Award
and voted "Most Promising Female
Newcomer" to the film industry.
M.K.
Think Dirty
Think Dirty. Directed by Jim Clark.
Starring Marty Feldman,
Shelley Berman, Julie Ege.
Released in 1978. 94 minutes.
Marty Feldman, owner of the
craziest eyes you'll ever see on the
screen, plays a naive but earnest
adman who is in need of a sexy
spokesperson for, if you can believe
this, "McLaughlin's Frozen Cereal."
Everything goes well until his
Swedish maid becomes the top
contender, much to his wife's
disparagement. In little time, Feld-
man transforms into a wildly fan-- ,
tasizing lech, with the result being the
predictable decline of his once-peacef- ul
household. The in-
ventiveness of Feldman is not totally
missing, and neither is the hilarity
one expects out of the pop-eye- s
actor. M.K.
but Falters under Fire
In addition, Hentoff said that
writers on newspapers find them-
selves pressured to exercise the same
kind of self-censorsh- ip, especially if
they work on small papers, which can
easily be broken financially in a libel
suit. A person or organization which
is financially in better condition than
a newspaper can win its suit in more
than one way, Hentoff claims; even
if the courts do not decide in the
favor of the suing party, the legal
fees alone can in effect break even
some larger news organizations.
Hentoff quoted Supreme Court
Justice Hugo Black who said that the
lack of protection from libel which
would result if such laws were
repealed was the "price of being
free."
To sum up his points, Hentoff
closed by saying that "the people
HIKA Wants You!
v. 2.
By Mauree D. Donahue
Although the origin of the word
"hika" is unknown, the campus
literary journal, Hika, means a
quality publication exhibiting the
skills and interest of students and
faculty of Kenyon College. Since its
first publication in 1935, 47 years
ago, Hika has continually changed to
meet the needs of both its con-
tributors and its readers. Hika has
not always been a medium in which
solely "Kenyonites" are published.
Its reputation beyond Gambier has
attracted contributions from
esteemed writers, such as W.H.
Auden, William Carlos Williams,
Ezra Found, and Andrew Lytle. This
year, the editor of Hika, Stu Shep-par- d,
and his staff look forward to a
publication which will represent the
,.;zl ;
Hika editor, Stu Sheppard.
quality student body and faculty of a
fine liberal arts college.
The present staff of Hika is
looking forward to a unique learning
experience. Skills they intend to
develop include copy-editin- g, layout,
and proof-readin- g, which are the
basic principles of book-publishin- g.
Faculty interest is not limited only to
submissions, but it is also a resource
for the development of writing and
editing techniques. These skills will
be put into practice on the different
types of media submitted to Hika:
prose, poetry, artwork, and
photography.
Hika has had a long prose
tradition with contributions both
from outside the College community,
and from the students and faculty
inside the community, including
John Crowe Ransom. Hika is ex-
panding as a journal of the arts,
sciences and humanities by
publishing longer pieces which in-
clude a variety of nonfiction such as
critical reviews and scholarly essays.
Fiction has always held its own in
Hika.
who get hurt are the readers" wh(
First Amendment rights are infringe
upon. He exhorted the audienq'
"Read it. Read what the Fiij
Amendment says and then wondi
why it hasn't been allowed to be wh
it says (it is)."
While Hentoff was earnest in H
remarks and delivered a wel
prepared lecture, he seemed to falti
a bit in the question and answi
period a bit surprising, since tlj
questions asked were general!
sincere inquiries rather than a;
cusatory, offensive demand;
Perhaps Hentoff was reacting to a'
anticipated hostility which was nc
realized. The flatness of his answei
and his apparent unwillingness tj
pursue debate of his topic weakene,
an otherwise thoughtful, clearl
presented lecture.
Poetry has also always been a pa:
of Hika's fine tradition. Co:
tributions from the faculty prime
alongside those of the students in th
same literary media would privide;
"creative liberal arts experience,'
according to Sheppard.
Sketches are a part of Hika
long tradition, and will continue i:
strong role although photography i
receiving a renewed emphasis in th:
visual medium. Since th
photography magazine folded las
year, Hika now provides the onl;
media for the publication o
photographs. There will be mors
emphasis on photographs and th;
quality of reproduction there ha:
been in the past. It will now be ai
essential feature of Hika, and the
submission of photographs is greatl;
encouraged.
While Hika is expanding its
content by including photography:
and more extensive prose, it is not
receiving a corresponding increase of
finances from the Student Council
Finance Committee. The result is a
drive to broaden the subscription
base. Both students, faculty, and
parents and friends off-camp- us are
encouraged to subscribe to the two
issues of Hika this year. Sheppard
feels the "quality of Hika merits
exposure beyond 'the Hill'."
Submissions of good work are
welcomed from everyone until
November 3. The earlier they are
given to Hika at Pierce 6 or the
Hika box in the Student Affairs
Center, the easier it will be to judge
more fairly each piece of work. The
process of choosing material for
publication is done impartially
through a "blind submission," I
which means the name of the artist or
author is removed before it is
reviewed. Re-submissi- on is en-
couraged, but only if the material is
re-submit- ted before the final
deadline, November 3.
mapoar, paints, m ou st wares and lawn supplies
Vine 6 Mulberry Stpeets Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050 614.) 397-574- 7
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KFT: Kenyon Last
By Tom Kovach
Though the Kenyon Festival
Theater brings the college much
nationwide acclaim, it is something
the students know precious little
about. The KFT, now coming up on
its fourth summer in Bolton Theater
in Gambier, brings in yearly some of
New York's and Hollywood's finest
acting talent, and has consistently
brought thousands of theater goers
to the Hill each summer.
Since the Festival's inception in
1980, it has done nothing but grow
year after year. In the latest season,
the Festival's third, the production of
"Hay Fever" starring Joanne
Woodward had the highest at-
tendance of any Festival production
thus far, drawing over 12,500 people.
Over the 4 and a half week run of the
play, this represented an 88
"
1
1 ii,
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Joanne Woodward and Reed Birney
Recital Season Begins
by Virginia Fitzgerald
On a dark, cold Friday night,
Rosse Hall Auditorium filled to hear
the faculty recital by Linda Allen,
Patricia Barry, Viscount Thurston,
Lucinda Breed Swatsler, and
Rochelle Mann. It was an appealing,
warm atmosphere as opposed to the
chilly air outside. For about an hour
and a half the performers filled the
hall with music.
The first piece was George
Frederick Handel's Trio Sonata in D
minor. The combination of Linda
Allen on the flute, Patricia Barry on
the oboe, Viscount Thurston on the
harpsichord, and Lucinda Breed
Swatsler on the cello was very at-
tractive. The harpsichord added an
extra touch to the group and made
the piece very enjoyable.
The next piece was a solo per-
formance by Ms. Barry, Benjamin
Britten's Six Metamorphoses after
Ovid, Op. 49 for Oboe Solo. She
played it well; the sound of the oboe
was beautiful and was a nice choice
for a solo. This piece is split into six
parts, and each tells a story. The first
part is about Pan, who played
Syrinx, the reed pipe. The second is
about Phaeton, who rode the chariot
of the sun and was thrown into the
river Padus by a thunderbolt. The
third wasabout Niobe, whowasturned
7 -- x
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From Jeff. Viscount Thurston, Linda
Patricia Barry
capacity. "Romeo and Juliet", tte
Festival's second main stage
production, attracted a 41 capacity
audience. This was not as good as
expected for the second play, but the
overall attendance figure for the
summer reached 67 of capacity, an
increase of 11 over the previous
summer's season.
The Festival does not consist
merely of the production of the two
main stage plays. The Festival keeps
Gambier totally alive during its run.
Last summer, there were three major
musical events, including the Cin-
cinnati Chamber Orchestra, the
Early Music Group, and the famed
Preservation Hall Jazz Band. There
were also six performances by a
mime troupe, a three week
engagement by a comedy cabaret
group from New York City at the
Pirates Cove, six performances by
.
, , ,
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in KFT's "Hav Fever'
into a mountain while mourning her
children's death. The fourth was
about Bacchus, his banquets with
noises shouting boys and gaggling
women. The fifth story was of
Narcissus, who fell in love with his
own image and became a flower, and
the last tale was about Arethusa, who
was turned into a fountain while
flying from the love of Alpheus the
river god.
The next piece was the Ballade for
Flute and Piano by Frank Martin.
The musicians were Ms. Allen and
Mr. Thurston. This intense piece was
played well.
After intermission was the
Concerto in C Major for Two Flutes
by Antonio Vivaldi. The flutists were
Ms. Allen and Rochelle Mann, and
they were accompanied by Mr.
Thurston with the harpsichord. This
piece was as pleasing and enjoyable
as the Handel sonata.
The last piece was Arthur
Honegger's Concerto da Camera
pour flute et Cor Anglais. This was
performed by Ms. Barry on the
English horn, Ms. Swatsler on the
cello, Mr. Allen on the flute, and Mr.
Thuston on the piano. The flute and
oboe contrasted evenly to the piano.
These instruments worked off each
other well. This ending piece was
perky and enjoyable and concluded
the concert on a good note. Each of
the performers did a splendid job,
resulting in a successful concert.
Allen, Lucinda Breed Swatsler, and
Summer
Kenyon Festival's Company II
comprised of the Gwendolyn Coney
Program for Theater Interns, and
twenty free regional and traditional
concerts on the lawn of the Bolton
Theater. All told, the festival at-
tracted an audience of over 21,000
from throughout Ohio.
The Festival is a boon to the people
of Knox County as well as to some of
the students at Kenyon. Among non-
profit organizations, the arts have
one of the highest economic returns
on contributed and earned dollars
nationally. Last year, the 21,000
people who entered Knox County to
attend the Festival generated a
substantial spin-of- f of economic
activity in restaurants, hotels, and
retail stores, not to mention the
speeding tickets from the county
sheriff. The Festival employs twenty
residents of Knox on a fulltime or a
part-tim- e basis, and through these
salaries and other Festival ex-
penditures, returns a large portion of
its income to the region.
Ten college students are employed
during the summer by the theater,
and last year two students were
involved in the intern program, he
intern program runs for ten weeks
and consists of ballet and voice
classes, rehearsals, and, for the
acting interns, bit parts in the
production of "Romeo and Juliet."
The company also put on two shows
r ; 1
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Music, Poetry, and Painting
FRENCH HORN VIRTUOSOv
TO PLAY
Philip Myers, internationally
renowned principal French hornist of
the New York Philharmonic, will
give a recital Friday, October 1 at
8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall. The recital is
part of the Visiting Artist Series
sponsored by the Department of
Music. The program will include the
Hindemith "Althorn Sonata,"
Malcolm Arnolds "Fantasy,"
"Cantilene et Divertissements" by
Desenclos, Gliere's "Intermezzo"
and works by Glazounov,
Buyanovsky and Franz Strauss. Mr.
Myers will be accompanied by Paul
Posnak, pianist.
Mr. Myers joined the New York
Philharmonic in January of 1980. He
has often appeared as soloist with the
Philharmonic under the direction of
Zubin Mehta, first in January of
1980 performing a work written
especially for him: William
Schumann's "Three Colloquies."
Tickets for the performance are
$3.50, $1 .00 for students. For further
information, call PBX 2197.
POETRY CIRCUIT
READINGS BEGIN
Poet Sharon Olds will read from
her work at 8:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct.
3, in Peirce Hall Lounge on the
Kenyon College campus. The
presentation is the first this year in
the series sponsored by the Poetry
Circuit of Ohio, and admission is
free to the public.
Born in San Francisco and
educated at both Stanford and
Columbia Universities, Olds now
makes her home in New York City
where she is a faculty member at
Theodore Herzl Institute.
In addition to being a member of
the Poetry Society of America and
coordinating a poetry-readin- g series
in New York, Olds recently published
a book of her own work entitled
"Satan Says" (University of Pitts-
burgh Press, 1980). She is a con-
tributor to literary journals and
magazines such as the "New
Yorker" and "Atlanta Monthly."
Olds will be reading from both her
published material and her works in
progress.
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Susan Sharkey and Marco Barricelli,
of its own in the Hill Theater, "The
Real Inspector Hound," and "The
Spring Awakening" along with a
short piece, "Pnumbra 3." Kenyon
student, senior Carolyn Kapner, (as
part of the intern program) was an
assistant director for these
productions. Outside of the two
Kenyon Students, the other members
in the intern program were all
professionals, paying up to $800.00
to intern for the summer, since they
were in a union and the work counted
as acting experience with the union.
Though the Festival is not directly
K J
"Recent Work "by Anthony Thompson
INNOVATIVE WORK
INCOLBURN
Colburn Gallery's new show,
Recent Work by Anthony Thomp-
son, opened Tuesday, Sept. 28, and
to vn mv.
theleadsin "Romeo and Juliet'
associated with the College, it is
spreading the College's reputation
thro gh its brilliant work. The
Festival's presence on Broadway and
television last year has opened new
horizons in terms of audience
development and advanced
creativity. The festival is branching
out into a Columbus Festival Theater
which will debut this winter season at
Columbus Academy. The festival, if
it continues to widen and strengthen
its already broad support base, will
continue to grow, reinforcing
Gambier and surrounding areas both
culturally and financially.
This Week
will run through Oct. 15. Thompson
lives and works in Boston, and in
1981 received the state's highest
artistic award, the Massachusetts
Artists Fellowship. Thompson at-
tended Cornell University and taught
there before moving to the Nantucket
School of Design and the Arts in
1979.
Thompson's innovative painting
technique is to begin paintings on
pieces of glass, brushing on a layer of
paint and then adding another when
the first is dry, repeating the process
until he is satisfied with the overall
effect. When fully dry, the painting is
peeled away from the glass and
adhered to the wall with two-side- d
tape.
Thompson says of his work, "I
want to create an actual physical
thing that people respond to not
an illusion such as a beach or foot or
even abstract space. The painting is
the object, rather than a represen-
tation of an object."
or permanent residents of the
Western Hemisphere and who are
enrolled in accredited secondary
schools, colleges or conservatories
or are engaged in private study
with recognized and established
teachers anywhere in the world.
Contestants must be under 26
years of age on December 31,
1982. There are no limitations as
to instrumentation, stylistic
consideration or length of work
submitted. Students may enter no
more than one composition,
which need not have been
composed during the year of
entry.
Five previous winners of BMI
Awards to Student Composers
have won coveted Pulitzer Prizes
in Music. They are George
Crumb, Mario Davidovsky,
Donald Martino, Joseph C. Sch-wantn- er
and Charles Wuorinen.
The 1982-8- 3 competition closes
February 15, 1983. Official rules
and entry blanks are available
from James G. Roy, Jr., Director,
BMI Awards to Student Com-
posers, Broadcast Music, Inc.,
320 West 57th St., New York, NY
10019.
BMI Composers Contest
New York, NY, Sept. 15 The
31st annual BMI Awards to
Student Composers competition
will award $15,000 to young
composers, James G. Roy Jr.,
BMI assistant vice president,
Concert Music Administration,
has announced. He added that the
deadline for entering the 1982-8- 3
competition will be February 15,
1983.
Established in 1951 in
cooperation with music educators
and composers, the awards
program is sponsored by
P;oadcast Music, Inc., the
world's largest music licensing
organization. The contest is
designed to encourage the
creation of concert music by
young composers and to aid in
their musical education through
cash awards. Prizes ranging from
$500 to $2,500 are awarded at the
discretion of the judges. To date,
275 students, ranging in age from
8 to 25, have received BMI
Awards.
The 1982-8- 3 competition is
open to students who are citizens
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Jordan Speaks
to Assembly
By Sally McGill
Faculty members and ad-
ministrators attended an Academic
Assembly in the Biology Auditorium
during Common Hour on Tuesday,
September 28. This assembly served
as an informational meeting con-
cerning several topics.
As the main speaker, President
Philip Jordan reported on the
College alcohol policy, the Sexual
Harassment policy, the MacArthur
Professorship, and Library Plan-
ning.
President Jordan stated with
respect to the Alcohol Policy that the
College has, on the advice of its legal
counsel, taken advantage of the
opportunity provided by a change in
State alcohol laws to be more careful
about its own liabilities. In order to
reduce the College's chances of being
sued, no College funds will be used
for the purchase of alcohol when
minors are involved. Provost Jerry
Irish explained that the ad-
ministration is not asking the faculty
members to be responsible, only to
take the precautions necessary to
comply with College policy. Then,
Dean of Students Thomas Edwards
emphasized that the College will
continue with the present policy
unless it
.becomes necessary to ban
alcohol. He added that he has been
encouraged by the fact that Kenyon
has not had to take the more drastic
steps which some GLCA colleges
have had to take (e.g., declaring a
dry rush).
After President Jordan had ex-
plained that the administration is in
the process of developing a sexual
harassment policy, in which the
policies of other GLCA colleges are
being consulted, there was some
discussion of how to distinguish
between sexual harassment and
sexual discrimination. This discussion
arose because of a misunderstanding
in the minutes of the Academic
Assembly last spring. Donna Scott,
Equal Opportunity Coordinator at
Kenyon, clarified the misun-
derstanding: "Sexual harassment is a
form of sex discrimination." Some
questions about the channels through
which a complaint of sexual
harassment ought to travel remained
unanswered. Since neither the
discrimination policy nor the
grievance policy apply, President
Jordan referred the matter to an ad
hoc Coordination Committee for
study.
Jordan announced that the College
has decided to hire a professor of
Political Economy with funding
from the MacArthur Foundation of
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President Jordan
Chicago. The Foundation has
provided $300,000 for Kenyon to
attract young, promising faculty
members.
With regard to the library, Jordan
said, "It may have been decided or it
may have happened by default, but
the fact remains that we have scanty
services." He sees a need to evaluate
the role of a library at Kenyon.
Jordan said any evaluation must
answer such questions as, "What
kind of collection should the library
house?", "What should the
relationship be between the library
and student work and between the
library and faculty work?" and,
"What kind of services should be
available?"
Student Council President Paul
McCartney said both Council and
Social Board have surplus funds in
their treasuries. He said Council has
allocated funds for such priority
expenditures as new equipment for
WKCO and new projectors for the
Film Society. McCartney said Social
Board hopes to sponsor a large
concert, possibly on November 5,
and several other small concerts.
Finally, Susan Givens, Chair of
Gambier's United Way campaign,
said this year's drive will begin on
October 6. The drive includes a
business campaign, a college cam-
paign, and a retired citizen's cam-
paign. The Village's goal is $12,000,
$7,200 of which represents the goal
for the college campaign. Givens
added that because of the United
Way's low overhead costs, 92 cents
of every dollar can go to the 13
agencies the Way supports. United
Way raises all of the money locally
and uses the money locally, Givens
said.
Kelly Orchestra
to Play
This Saturday night from 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. the Kenyon College Social
Board will sponsor an evening with
the Kim Kelly Orchestra in Peirce
Hall. The dress will be semi-form- al
and the music provided by the band
will be in the style of the big band
era. Social Board Chair Soula
Stefanopoulos noted that "we want
to present students with an alternate
type of music." She also stated that it
seems likely that the Alumni Office
will pay for and provide beer and
wine punch to those who are of legal
age.
I GET MORE
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continued from page two
releases prior to each concert are sent
to 12 area newspapers, and short
announcements are sent to four area
radio stations, the news releases are
almost always published in full, and
usually with a picture, by the Mt.
Vernon News. Unhappily, our own
school paper either fails to publish
these news releases entirely, or cuts
them to a half dozen lines. For each
concert posters are distributed
through the campus distribution
system, and flyers are put in the
mailboxes of all faculty members. In
addition there are reminders in
Newscope and at the bottom of the
previous concert program. I really
can't imagine that there are students
or faculty who do not attend concerts
because they are unaware that they
are happening. If Ms. Watson has
suggestions as to additional publicity
methods the Department could be
using, I'm sure the Department
would welcome those suggestions.
Certainly Ms. Watson's very
disappointing article has done little
to encourage the Kenyon community
to take full advantage of the many
excellent offerings made by all the
fine arts departments at Kenyon
Sincerely,
Janet Slack
Adjunct Instructor.
Music Department
Environment is
Not Miserable
To the Editors,
We are writing in response to the
comments regarding Dance at
Kenyon in last week's article. "Arts
Forecast for 1982-1983- ". We
vehemently object to the blatantly
biased and unprofessional display of
poor journalistic style on the part of
Ms. Watson. Firstly, the comments
about dance were made completely
out of the proper context
generally, and within the specific
framework of an "Arts Forecast";
presumably the function of which is
to provide a calendar of artistic
events for the Kenyon community,
not to insert personal opinion about
the value of a particular art form.
Ms. Watson, in total disregard to
appropriate journalistic procedure,
had the audacity to present her own
opinions as if they were truisms. Her
statements were totally unqualified,
ambiguous in their application and
interpretation, and no less than
inaccurate. We would like to ask Ms.
Watson why she believes "Kenyon is
a miserable environment for dan-
ce
..." A thorough examination of
what the Dance Department has to
offer clearly contradicts her
statement. All classes, technique and
academic, are open to all students
regardless of prior dance training.
The technique class enrollment has
doubled from last year fortunately
the spacious Bolton Dance Studio
can easily accomodate this increase.
The new Dance instructor, Margaret
Patton, comes to Kenyon equipped
with an impressive professional
R YOUR PESOST
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dance background. The founder and
artistic director of Dancentral, a
modern dance company based in
Columbus, Ms. Patton has
choreographed and performed
numerous pieces, including several
operas commissioned by the
Columbus Opera Company. There
currently exists at Kenyon a strong
core of dedicated dancers. Ms.
Patton plans to cultivate this core to
produce Kenyon's first Dance
Ensemble.
Kenyon's "dance environment" is
neither stifling nor "miserable,"
rather is contingent upon the degree
of devotion, participation, and
ingenuity of the dancers. The
choreographic process is more
complicated than Ms. Watson
seemed to imply in her comments.
Choreography is not the random
compilation of arbitrary momement;
the choreographic process is as
conscious and purposeful as any
other work of art.
Following Ms. Watson's statement
regarding the status of Dance at
Kenyon, she proceeded to belittle the
integrity of last year's dance con-
certs, calling them "undistinguished
at best." Everyone is entitled to their
own personal opinion, however the
presumptuousness of Ms. Watson's
criticism has no place within the-conte- xt
of this type of article.
Finally, we feel that the editors of the
Collegian failed in fulfilling their
responsibility by allowing such
maligning statements to be printed
out of context.
Ann Biddle
Amy Rose
Lack of
Understanding
Dear Sir:
I feel compelled to respond at least
briefly to the article by Ellen Watson
on the Arts at Kenyon. First, it is nice
that space was allotted to the Arts.
Too often the Arts receive in-
significant coverage in the paper.
Any publicity is better than none.
However, the article shows a
serious lack of understanding of
what the Arts are trying to do here at
Kenyon. I do not mean to attempt to
speak for the other two members of
the division but in Music, we put on
performances for a variety of
reasons. We want our student
Thursday, September 30, 1982 T1
organizations to have ample op-
portunities to perform. We wish our
individual students to perform. Our
own faculty need performance
opportunities in order to grow ar-
tistically and to serve as models for
our applied students. The Faculty
Recitals, the Visiting Artist Recitals,
and the Gund Series provide en-
tertainment of a high level for a very
minimal price: They also serve to
supplement our classes by providing
live opportunities for students to
hear what we are teaching. I think,
on these scores, we succeed very well.
Few colleges the size and general
character of Kenyon have as many
fine performances with as much
variety as we do. That they are
almost all free to the public is a
further advantage to the community.
It would have been nice if, instead of
bad-mouthi- ng the concerts in
general, the writer had encouraged
students to take advantage of the
offerings. It is sad when great music
is played beautifully and only a
handful of students shows up. To
suggest that this is because of
inadequate publicity is to display
ignorance of the methods of publicity
open to us and to the thoroughness
with which they are pursued at
present.
What really prompted me to write
was, howevjg none of the above. I
am glad for the opportunity to ex-
press those sentirnpnts. However,
after reading the article, I was struck
by the thought that I had noea
what was bothering the writer. I got
the.. feeling that if she had witnessed
crearfSfl (the biblical one) she would
have asked, along about the eighth
day, "Well, what next?" We give
concerts and occasional shows. The
Art Department stages exhibits. The
Drama Department stages plays. If
that isn't sufficient, then I wish we
would be told what is.
On a final note, .the Music
Department is always eager to hear
from its public. If students would
like to see our concerts at times other
than those currently chosen I wish
they would tell us so. We have them
when we do because these times seem
the best for our purposes and for
those of the community at large.
While we are not here solely in order
to provide entertainment, we wish to
do so. Please aid us.
Yours,
Daniel V. Robinson
Chairman, Department of Music
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Breg, Huggins
)p. continued from page eight
ur Baldwin-Wallac- e and Otterbein. The
ur course was 10,000 meters over grass,
cs the longest race the team will run this
tf- - season.
r Sophomore Dave Breg again led
ty the team, finishing in 76th place with
Is, a time of 33:48. Senior Co-Capta- in
n-
- Andrew Huggins was next in 33:59 in
rv 82nd, followed by the other senior
to captain, Jim Parmele, in 34:39 at
8 94th place. Senior Make Van-t- o
der Linden and freshman Laurence
k. Cooper rounded out the top five,
Discover the Apes
By Betsy Hayes and
Julia Miller
They are taking over. Their
numbers are ever increasing. They
are emerging from every building on
campus. You have no way of
identifying them . .. you may even
be one yourself. But, what are they?
Where do they come from? What is
the force that brings them together?
Alfred Hitchcock had the right idea,
but the wrong species the APES
have arrived.
APES Anthropology, Political
Science, Economics, and Sociology
is a Social Science club, so don't
let the sound of Margaret Mead scare
you off. In fact, the group is not even
restricted to the disciplines above. So
you see, you might be one yourself.
It has long been established by
Kenyon College that there are four
divisions of study. Within each
division are various departments.
This division of studies is found on
every campus, large and small. As a
small college, it might be expected
that there would be a greater degree
of communication between the
departments of Kenyon. However,
the egocentric orientations of the
departments give Kenyon the apea-anc- e
of a large university.
APES would like to break down
these limiting attitudes. The group's
activities hope to integrate the
perspectives of the social science
departments just as their names are
integrated in the acronym. This
defines what the division of social
Handel's Passing
Keys Lord Win
continued from page eight
Scots moved into Kenyon territory in
fourteen plays. On third-and-te- n at
Kenyon's 31, John Dulske ended
Wooster's hopes by picking off
Wright's pass. Handel ate up the last
minute by falling on the ball, and the
Lords sealed their first victory of the
young season.
Kenyon's running game still left
something to be desired (51 yards
net), but Handel had another fine
day, hitting 10 of 16 for 148 yards.
The kicking game was another bright
spot; Handel averaged almost 42
yards per punt - including one that
he boomed 55 yards - while Doherty
continued his consistent work.
Stoner has taken over as the OAC's
receiving leader, and has scored all of
Kenyon's touchdowns this year.
l IJMll I Hill
Pace Runners
finishing in 36:23 and 37:43,
respectively. That was the complete
Kenyon team for the varsity race, as
sophomore Chris Northrup andjunior Eric Lausch were out with
sickness and injury. The overall team
place of 16th of 20 teams was a
welcome surprise, especially con-
sidering the caliber of the com-
petition.
Saturday both teams join up again,
heading to Oberlin for a tri-me- et
against Oberlin and Wooster. Race
time is 11:00 a.m.
sciences should encompass: the
ability to synthesize the various
perspectives into a coherent
viewpoint. In the past, the social
sciences have dissected the human,
now is the time to look t this being in
its entirety.
If you are a student who wants to
discover, or a faculty member who
still has the ability to discover, the
time for you to emerge has come.
Come to Bailey 12 during Common
Hour on October 5 for an
organizational meeting.
WE'RE FINALLY OPEN
JENNY LOU'S
DRIVE THRU
IN THE HARTS PARKING LOT
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Inexperience and Injuries Slow Volleyball Squad
Inexperience and injuries have led
to a slow start for Kenyon's 1- -7
volleyball squad. The Ladies,
coached by Sandy Martin, hope to
improve on last year's 9-2- 7 mark and
move closer to 1980's 13-1- 5 record.
Kenyon opened the season Sep-
tember 15, hosting Malone and Kent
(Tuscaloosa). The visiting teams both
took advantage of Kenyon's
hospitality, scoring 2-- 0 victories.
Ahlers' Offense Leads Lords
Hofstadter, Perry to Lecture
On Monday, October 4 at 4:00
p.m., Douglas Hofstadter will give a
lecture entitled "Sexism, Thinking
and the Unconscious Mind."
Hofstadter, an Associate Professor
of Computer Science at Indiana
University in Bloomington, is the
author of Godel, Escher, Bach: an
Eternal Golden Braid for which he
was awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1980.
His lecture will focus on the deeply
ingrained sexist assumptions that
exist in today's society despite the
"consciousness raising" that has
supposedly taken place. He will
question "graceful solutions to the
tangled linguistic traps we get into
when we try to speak and to write
and most of all, to think without a
bias."
William G. Perry, Jr., formerly
Professor of Education (Counseling
continued from page eight
Garth Rose explained. "You're never
really satisfied with a tie, but for us it
showed that the effort was there.
And it shows that we've come a long
way. This shows us that we are the
team we think we are."
Neither team scored through
regulation time, but the defenses
were working hard. OWU out-pressur- ed
Kenyon in the first 45
minutes, attempting nine shots while
the Lords could get off only one. But
Paul Tobin, the Kenyon goalie,
would not yield. He stopped OWU in
the first half and turned away six
more shots in the second.
Ahlers barly missed a winning
Psychology) at Harvard University
for over 30 years will speak during
the Common Hour on Thursday,
October 7.
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At the Great Lakes College
Association tournament, the squad
began to show signs of good
potential. The Ladies lost to
Kalamazoo, Denison, and host
Earlham, but downed Ohio
Wesleyan 15-1- 1, 3-1- 5, 15-- 8.
Malone defeated the Ladies 15-- 5, 15-- 4,
and Kent hung on to win 15-- 6,
goal in the first half. He drilled a
high shot on target, but Wesleyan
keeper Jeff Schermerhorn kept the ?-- 0
tie intact with a leaping tip save. It
was only one more gasp for a large
Kenyon crowd that enjoyed the
season's first home game. The Lords
finished with 14 shots on goal; OWU
had 19.
At the end, these fans applauded a
fine performance. "I like to think of
these kind of games as a good team
effort," Rose said. "The only way
you're going to play this well against
a team like Ohio Wesleyan is if
everyone plays together as a team."
The idea of total team effort had a
special literal significance for Vennell,
who substituted regularily
throughout. "We played 17 guys
today," he explained. "It helped a
lot. When fatigue set in, we could put
in subs that were of the same level of
skill."
Vennell has new confidence as he
gets the Lords ready for OAC
powerhouse Denison which Kenyon
will host on Saturday at 11:00 a.m.
Wright State will be here next
Wednesday for a 4:00 game.
Stylist;
Judi Arnott Patty Purdy
Marge Gantt Closed
JOSTEN'!
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15 off
SEE YOUR JOSTENS
date Friday, October 1
time 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
place Bookstore
Kenyon's Terry Foumier got the
OWU match off to a good start,
serving for seven straight points in
the first game and giving the Ladies
the momentum they needed.
The good news at the GLCA's was
that the women played well. The bad
news was that junior Co-Capta- in
Jeanne Maine, one of the few ex-
perienced players Kenyon has,
sprained an ankle against Earlham
and hasn't played since. To make
matters worse, the team's only other
three-yea- r player, Karla Weeks, is
also out of commission with a pulled
muscle.
The end result of this rash of
injuries is that Martin has had to go
to quite a few freshmen and
sophomores. "This inexperience
shows up on the court," the coach
noted, "but they are working hard
and have a good attitude despite the
losses."
Sophomores Marguerite Bruce,
Gina Bauman, and Co-Capta- in
Becky Houpt may turn out to be the
nucleus of the team. Houpt, an
extremely consistent player, is im-
proving her court movement, and
Bauman and Bruce have performed
well at the net.
Freshmen comprise half of the
team, so Martin's emphasis is un-
derstandably on the future. The play
of freshmen Mary Abbajay and
Duffy Lord has particularly im-
pressed the coach, who has had the
chance to see newcomers in game
situations frequently.
The Ladies face Wilmington and
Marietta at 1 1 :00 a.m. this Saturday,
at Wilmington, and will host
Ashland next Thursday at 6:30 in the
Ernst Center.
salon
behind Pirates Cove
Mondays 427-357- 6
30 off14KGold
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SCORES AND MORE
Field Hockey Kenyon 3, Wittenberg 1; Kenyon 2, OWU 0
Football Kenyon 16, Wooster8
Women's Soccer Xavier 13, Kenyon 1
Men's Soccer Xavier 2, Kenyon 1 ; Kenyon 3, Wittenberg 2;
Kenyon 1, Ohio Wesleyan 1
Women's X-Coun- try Kenyon 23, Baldwin-Wallac- e 36
Men's X-Coun- try Malone Invitational: Kenyon placed 16th out
Volleyball Kenyon lost to Heidelberg 3-1- 5, 2-1- 5, & to the Naz.
UPCOMING GAMES
Field Hockey: 105 - home vs. Kent State (4:30)
Football: 102 - home vs. Hope College (1:30)
Women's Soccer: 102 - home vs. Wilmington (3:00); 105 - at
Wooster (4:30)
Men's Soccer: 102 - home vs. Denison (11:00 a.m.); 106 - home
vs. Wright State (4:00)
Women's & Men's X-Coun- try: 102 - at Oberlin (1 1:00 a.m.)
Volleyball: 102 -- at Wilmington (11:00 a.m.); 107 - home vs.
Ashland (6:30)
TEAM RECORDS
Field Hockey: 6-- 0 Men's Soccer: 3-2- -1
Football: 1- -2 Volleyball: 1- -7
Women's Soccer: 0-- 2 Rugby: 0-- 2
Two Handel-to-Ston- er Connections
Lead Lords Past Wooster, 16-- 8
Two third-quart- er touchdowns in
five minutes gave the football team a
16-- 8 win over Wooster last Saturday.
The Lords, who host Hope College
this Saturday, are now 1-- 2.
Wooster got on the board first,
scoring late in the first half. The
fighting Scots converted a fourth-and-on- e
at Kenyon's 36 to keep their
short drive alive. Four running plays
and a 15-ya- rd pass completion
brought the ball to the Lords' six,
and from there Wooster Quarterback
Ron Wright ran it in. Greg Latiff's
extra point try failed, but a roughing
the kicker call gave Wooster another
chanc. The Scots opted to attempt a
two-poi- nt conversion, and Wright's
successful keeper gave them an 8-- 0
lead, which is how things stood as the
half ended.
The Lords put Wooster deep in a
hole opening the third period,
stopping Tom Jones' kickoff return
at the six. The Scots got practically
1 McHugh Files 1
Contract Suit
continued from page one
McHugh is also battling Kenyon
over this question of merit. In one of
the few statements he could make,
McHugh told the Collegian, "I have
never been reprimanded once in
fifteen years at Kenyon College."
His attorney made two separate
statements on the record attesting
to this claim. The first states that
through almost 15 years with the
Athletic Department, McHugh has
"performed his duties fully and
capably without exception."
The second claim asserts that
during this same amount of time, the
Plaintiff has "neither been cited for
malfeasance, misfeasance or non-
feasance of his duties, nor has he
repudiated or breached his contract
of employment in any way."
In its rebuttal, the College denies
both these claims. No reasons are
given in either case.
During July, 1981, one month
after being told that his contract
would be terminated, McHugh filed
a request to have his case heard
before the Kenyon Faculty Grievance
Committee. The request was made to
Provost Jerry Irish. On August 19,
this request was denied on the
grounds that McHugh was not a
faculty member. The Committee has
no jurisdiction over a member of the
Athletic Department.
McHugh has argued this point as
well. He claims (and the college
denies) that he received numerous
"communications" from the Kenyon
administration identifying him as a
true faculty member.
The trial date has not been set and
because a local judge is retiring,
Turner "doubts" it will be before the
end of October.
nowhere and were forced to punt.
Kenyon Middle-guar- d Zack Space
shot through to block Wright's kick,
and Wright's recovery in the end
zone gave the Lords a safety.
Trailing now by only six, the Lords
turned their next opportunity into a
9-- 8 lead. Aided by a defensive
holding penalty, senior Quarterback
Mike Handel led Kenyon on a 48-ya- rd
march. The Lords drove to the
two, and from there Handel hit Todd
Stoner for the score. Bob Doherty's
PAT gave Kenyon a lead they never
relinquished.
On their next possession, the Scots
started from their own 27 and moved
only 15 yards before being forced to
kick it away. Kenyon took over at its
40 and proceeded to put together a
60-ya-
rd scoring drive. Kreig Spahn
went up the middle for two; Handel's
pass to Stoner fell incomplete, but on
third down he hit Tight End Doug
Heuck for 11 yards. A motion
penalty against Kenyon moved the
ball back five yeards, but a personal
foul call against the Scots pushed the
Lords to Wooster's 36. Spahn gained
a couple, and two Handel pitches put
Kenyon at the 29. From there Handel
hooked up with Stoner again, and
Doherty's PAT made it 16-- 8.
Neither team mounted a serious
threat until Wooster began its final
drive of the game. Starting at their
own 20 with four minutes left, the
continued on page seven
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Kenyon women before their race.
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Record Fifth Shutout
Ladies Blank OWU for Sixth Straight
By Karen Rockwell
The Ladies' field hockey team
continued its winning ways, posting
its sixth win against no losses
last Saturday. Kenyon shut out Ohio
Wesleyan University on the Bishops'
home field, 2-- 0. The only point the
Ladies have surrendered this year
was a goal given to Wittenberg last
week as the result of a technicality on
a penalty stroke.
This year's team is reaping the
benefits of an experienced varsity line
and depth on the bench. The
defensive line is headed by senior
goalie Ginger Deely, a four-yea- r
varsity player. Junior Peri Heyssel
returns for her third season at varsity
back, as does senior Allison
Hargraves. Senior Wendy Eld
spearheads the offense in this, her
fourth year as varsity Center
Halfback.
The Ladies overcame a wet field
Saturday, scoring both goals in the
first half. Sophomore Missy Connell
got Kenyon on the board with a goal
ten minutes into the game off an
assist from Co-Capta- in Catherine
Richards. The second tally came off
the stick of Kate Lindberg after a
feed from Nina Klein.
Ohio Wesleyan had a chance to
score in the first half on a penalty
stroke that was awarded when Deely
slipped and fell near the cage. A good
flick by the OWU offenseman went
while the women faced Baldwin-Wallac- e
in their second home meet.
For the Ladies, the final score
looked closer than the actual out-
come. Kenyon won 23-3- 6 (low score
wins), but came away with the in-
dividual winner, as well as fourth
through seventh places. Senior Chris
Galinat held off B-W- 's Sue Strippy
to win in 20:43 for the three-mil- e
course, knocking off over a minute
from her time two weeks ago. Junior
Co-Capta- in Ann Batchelder was
Kenyon's second finisher in fourth,
followed by sophomore Renee
Pannebaker, junior Rose Brintlinger,
and senior Co-Capta- in Mary
Sorenson. The women showed great
team strength as they placed their top
five inside of a two-minu- te spread.
Sophomore Lynn Riemer and
junior Kathleen Corcoran finished
out the top seven for Kenyon, and
they were followed by junior Dale
Slavin and freshman Jennifer
Raymand, who was running in her
first collegiate race.
At Malone, the Lords faced a
different sort of competition,
running against the likes of
Cleveland State, NAIA power
Malone, and OAC competitors
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Kenyon 's Allison Hargraves fights for control against Wittenberg.
for naught as Deely pulled off a
spectacular save even as she again
lost her footing on the wet ground.
Kenyon clearly dominated the first
half both offensively and defen-
sively. In the second half, OWU's
offensive line took 27 shots on goal
but could not score. The Ladies did
OWU soccer sauad that looked
dejected and the home bench that
slapped hands and roared happily.
"It was a great spectator game," a
happy Kenyon coach Jeff Vennell
recapped afterwards. "I thought we
. .,- - ... i
Steve Bartlelt moving the ball downfield against OWU.
Women's Cross-Countr- y Wins;
Men Perform Well at Malone
By Tom Matthews
Last Saturday, under threatening
clouds but in welcome cool weather,
Kenyon's men's and women's cross
country teams split up for the first
time. The men were at Canton for the
Malone College Invitational, a race
which featured 136 runners from
twenty colleges and universities,
T
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not manage to score either, although
they had several good shots on goal.
These first six games bode well for
the Ladies' year, as does the depth of
the starting and back-u- p lines. The
squad's next home game is Tuesday,
Oct. 5, against Division II threat
Kent State.
Soccer Deadlocks Ohio Wesleyan 1-- 1
By Bob Warburton
The Kenyon Lords and the Ohio
Wesleyan Bishops fought to a 1- -1
overtime tie on Tuesday, but when
the final horn sounded, it was the
played harder than they did. I'm
satisfied with a tie because I thought
we played about as well as we could,
and that's all I could ask as a coach."
It was senior Fritz Ahlers, at-
tacking after a corner kick, who
found the mark with a rising shot
that evened the score at 1-- 1. Nobody
could s'eore in regulation, but OWU
striker Charlie Louria had nailed a
goal with 16:45 left in the 20-min- ute
OT period. But Ahlers answered it
with his clutch play, just 90 seconds
before time ran out for good. Karl
Schmidt assisted on the score.
"We played with good intensity,"
Ahlers later commented. "The good
thing was that we dicfn't let down
when they got up by one goal. That's
why we got the tie."
Coach Vennell was satisfied, and
his players were happy too. Kenyon
earned a last-minu- te tie with a rival
that had won every meeting since
1974. This season, OWU was ranked
number five in the national poll.
"Ohio Wesleyan is kind of a
mental barrier for us," Captain
continued on page seven
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